
Tip Top embraces new
technology with Shping

New Case Study

In 1958 the Tip Top brand launched nationally, their pre-sliced bread revolutionised the baking

category and now Tip Top is a household name producing one million loaves a day. The baked goods

category is as competitive as ever, marketing channels are saturated with product placements

driving up advertising costs and brands are now competing outside of their categories for the

audience attention. For Tip Top, reaching new customers, developing brand loyalty and taking

market share is becoming a costly and resource heavy marketing expense.

“Our advertising costs increase year on year to maintain Tip Top as a market leader. We needed to
explore other avenues to increase our market share and exposure.”

Ultra-targeted, ultra-returns

Tip Top needed to cut through the broad audience that traditional and social channels offer to reach

an ultra-targeted consumer. That’s when they partnered with Shping.

“We dipped our toe in the water with Shping, not expecting the return of some of our more refined
campaigns but after we saw the results of our first month, we couldn’t wait to dive in. We can
reach those before, after and during the purchase cycle - consumers that are actively walking the
aisles of the supermarket. There is nothing like Shping out there, no-one that can access
consumers and engage them using their features,” says George Weston Foods e-Commerce and
Marketing representative.

The Shping platform combines all the benefits of an established advertising platform but delivers

where they can’t with lower cost per engagement, a targeted consumer base and a unique and

engaging reward system.



The pay off

The partnership between Tip Top and Shping has seen amazing

results; in a 1 month period, Tip Top received 62,421 impressions

with 6,575 engagements, a whopping 54% conversion from

competitor products, and a calculated ROI potential of 3 times the

initial investment.

“The costs per engagement, impression and action compared to
our existing channels were at a fraction of the cost.” 

Personalised service

As technology expands, we’re in constant need of expertise and

resource to achieve product and brand goals. Niche areas and

custom platforms can require resources that, as soon as allocated,

dilute the effectiveness and worthiness of running a campaign.

Shping provides a Customer Success Manager to every account to

provide the expertise and resource so that every brand has a low-

touch, high-return on their campaigns.

“The set-up could not have been simpler and aligned to our
existing process so there was minimal effort to produce the
campaign, meanwhile, we had an additional resource at Shping,
being our Customer Success Manager that kept on top of our set-
up, delivery and results. We received a monthly report outlining
the campaign achievements and insights on better attribution of
our spend.”

Embracing technology, embracing the future 

Shping are at the forefront of technology with a unique blockchain

value proposition on top of traditional rewards for the consumer.

By embracing technological advancements in providing additional

information, the consumer now has so much more to make a

smarter, more informed decision to guide their buying habits.

Brands that have embraced this new communication channel, like

Tip Top, represent confidence in their product and consumer that

want the information available through technological

advancements that Shping provides on our smartphone devices.

“For us, at Tip Top, we’re technology supporters. When looking at
the blockchain ecosystem Shping has created it made sense, we
love the thought that we, the brand, get to reward the customer
directly for their interactions instead of an intermediary. Now
consumers get the benefit of our marketing spend directly into
their wallets.” 

54% conversion
from competitors

62,421 impressions 

6,575 engagements
in adverts

The Shping platform is unique, we work with brands to facilitate direct
engagement with the main grocery buyer, to influence shopper
behaviour and buying decisions.  Research has shown the ultimate
brand-building moment is the point at which the customer makes a
choice about what they add to their basket.

FMCG marketers need to be thinking about how to engage customers in
new ways during the buying cycle and that's where Shping leads the way. 
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